
COVID 19 Daily Brief – 14th May

In todays brief:

• Security Reminder

• SL Supply Chain update



Security Reminder 

This is a follow up to a recent toolbox talk to remind everyone of their obligations:

➢ In the event of a significant change to an employee’s personal life such as:

➢ Being Arrested – even if not charged

➢ Being charged (other than minor road traffic offences)

➢ Being convicted of a criminal offence

➢ Placed on any Statutory List

➢ Getting married / divorced

➢ Change of address

➢ Change of employer (ASW staff this includes changing a limited company name)

➢ If someone moves in and lives with you

➢ Any other adverse personal issue

➢ The employee must do the following:

➢ Notify vetting aftercare

➢ Notify their employer in writing

➢ Notify the OSW security manager 



Sellafield Supply Chain Update 

Sellafield Ltd would like to once again extend thanks to all in the Supply Chain for 

continuing to support the site requirements. 

Preparations for the limited re-start of activities are being carefully considered and 

assessed against their importance to Sellafield’s mission as a key part of the nation’s 

infrastructure.  

BEPPS/DIF restarted this week and SRP is being considered for restart imminently; both 

projects having undergone extensive engagement with Client, Contractor and Trade Union 

representatives

The Executive Director for Environment, Safety and Security, said:  “By cautiously 

reintroducing work once we are confident that it is safe to do so, we are…keeping the site 

safe and secure both now and in the future by restarting more high hazard and risk 

reduction work…we will reintroduce more workstreams as and when we are confident that it 

is safe to do so.”



Sellafield Supply Chain Update 

Those returning to work on BEPPS/DIFF found a much-changed environment with new 

measures and ways of working. These are the return to work experiences of NAECI and 

CIJC employees:

“In the canteen, there’s plenty of space…when you sit at a table you have 2.1metres space 

around you. I thought that places like the canteen might cause problems for social 

distancing, but it felt really good and I felt safe.  There are lines sprayed on the floor to help 

you keep 2.1 metres apart. I’ve been working on my own but I feel confident that on 

Monday I’ll be okay because I have seen what has been done.  The key thing I’d say to 

people returning on Monday is come in with an open mind. What has been done is really 

good but ultimately the people that are working here are the key to making it work.”

“I was nervous about coming back onto site but it’s clear our safety has been taken very 

seriously. Everyone wants to protect our colleagues and their families.  My general worries 

about Covid-19 are still there, but what I would say is that being on the BEPPS-DIF site 

feels safer than shopping in our local supermarket. The processes in place are a lot stricter.  

I also know that if I have any concerns there are people around who are willing to listen and 

make changes if required.”



Sellafield Supply Chain Update 

In summary, over the coming weeks: 

• Some further workstreams will be considered for restart; 

• The ongoing work to keep the site safe, secure and functional will continue; 

• Some urgent non-project restart work may emerge.  

So, we would again ask that you use this time to prepare and re-tune to the standards and 

behaviours associated with working on the Sellafield site.

You should remain available for work (in line with the Guarantee provisions in NAECI and 

CIJC) though we will give a minimum of 24 hours’ notice if we require you to come into site 

to support the work activities described above.

We will provide further updates in due course and no later than Thursday 21 May. 

Official Sellafield Ltd comms are expected shortly.


